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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA I

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

In the Matter of ) |
'

Docket Nos. 50-443 OL
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF 50-444 OL

NEW HAMPSHIRE, et al. Offsite Emergency Planning
,

(SeabrookStation, Units 1and2) )

NRC STAFF RESPONSE TO INTERVENORS'
PETITION FOR REVIEW OF ALAB-924

INTRODUCTION

On November 7,1989, the Appeal Board issued ALAB-924, 30 NRC ,

which remanded portions of LBP-88-32, 28 NRC 667 (1988), to the Licensing

Board for further consideration. By petition dated November 21, 1989, the

Massachusetts Attorney General, the Seacoast Anti-Pollution League, the

New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution and the Town of Hampton

("Intervenors") asked that the Commission review ALAB-924-with respect to

I- three issues: second shift staffing at decontamination and reception

centers, sheltering of the beach population and the adequacy of the

i monitoring capacity under the NHRERP. 1/ Pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
L

6 2.786(b)(3), the NRC Staff submits the following response in opposition

to the Petition.
! *

.

|
|= -1/ Intervenors' Peti tion for Review of ALAB-924, November 21, 1989

(" Pet-ition"). The Staff notes that this filing is among a series of
recent Commission pleadings which omit counsel for the NRC Staff from
Intervenors' service list.
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DISCUSSION i

:

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 9 2.786(b), a party _may file a petition for

review on the grounds that' the decision or action is erroneous with |

respect to a important question of fact, law or policy. The petition must
'

contain (1) a concise summary of the decision or action of which review is

sought, (2) a statement (including record citation) where the matters ofs

U fact or law raised in the petition for review were previously raised

before the Appeal Board, and if they were not, explain why the matters
1

could not have been raised, (3) a concise statement as to why in the

petitioner's view the decision or action is erroneous, and (4) a concise i

statement of why Commission review should be exercised. 10 C.F.R.

Q 2.786(b)(2). As described below, Intervenors fail to address or satisfy

the standards for review with respect to.the issues they raise.

A. Second Shift Staffing at Decontamination and Reception Centers |

Intervenors argue that the Appeal Board's affirmance of the Licensing

Board's finding that a single 12-hour shift of workers was sufficient to

operate decontamination and reception centers, ALAB-924, slip op, at 46-47
1

n.125, is "important enough to merit further review by the Coninission." |

Petition at 3. They argue that the provision of only one shift of |

personnel to staff such centers does not provide " reasonable assurance of- j

adequate protective measures for the public and emergency workers"
i

.

because: (1) the centers are staffed before an evacuation is ordered and

personnel may wait extended periods before the evacuation order is given-

and (2) Applicants' evacuation time estimates show that EPZ evacuation

L times could be as long as 10 hours on a summer weekend. Id. at 3-4. The !

ability of center workers to monitor evacuees within the time guidelines

1
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contemplated would allegedly be impacted by longer than 12 hour shifts and

any reliance on outside personnel would require a letter of agreement.

Id. at 4. Intervenors also allege that the Licensing Board treated the

issue inconsistently by citing to FEMA testimony that ackncwledges the

need for second shift capabilities. Id. at 4-5.*

The issue raised by Intervenors does not merit review. First, the
,

alleged need for second shift staffing at decontamination and reception

centers is - based largely on conjecture about the ler.gth of time the

centers would need to be staffed. Moreover, the Appeal Board found no
1

regulatory support for Intervenors' claim that 24-hour staffing at..such

centers was required. ALAB-924, slip op, at 46-47 n.125. The Appeal

Board noted that while NUREG-0654, Criterion II.A.4 provides that a

principal response organization be capable of continous 24-hour staffing.

Criterion II.J.12, which is applicable to reception and decontamination

centers, provides only for 12-hour staffing. M. The Appeal Board

furtner determined that there was "no realistic ba:;is for NECNP's related

concern that reception centers will cease operations prematurely." I_d .

Notwithstanding the absence of a regulatory requirement for

continous staffing, the Licensing Board concluded that, consistent with

the emergency plans, as revised, Applicants demonstrated the ability to

provide second shift staffing at both reception centers, including shift
.

change capability for evacuation monitoring positions, during the- full

participation exercise. LEP-89-32, slip op. at 194-95 (15.12); M. at-

540-41 (11 12.53 to 12.54). This finding is not inconsistent with its

previous ruling that there is no regulatory requirement for cortinuous

staffing of these centers. See LBP-88-32, 28 NRC 667, 715 (1988).

,,. _
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Moreover. the Board spectfically found that individuals staffing

evccuation positions for which only one shift was allocated would perform

satisfactorily since (1) SPMC evacuation estimates ranged primarily in the

six to- seven hour range, (2) the longest. estimate was nine hours, and

(3) even if on shift for 12 hours, peak activities would not be continuous'

throughout that oeriod. LBP-89-32, slip op, at 195-96 (1 5.13).
,

-.

Consequently, there is no basis for the assertion that this matter raises

an important safety issue, or was decided erroneously, and merits

Commission review.

B. Sheltering of the Beach Population

Intervenors assign three instances of error to the Appeal Board

rulings on this matter. They claim that the Appeal Board (1) applied the

wrong legal standard in evaluating the shelters available for the beach

area in the vicinity of Seabrook, Petition at 6-7, (2) improperly rejected

Intervenors' challenge to the Licensing Boar <i's determination that

sheltering "would be of limited value," M. at 7-8, and (3) improperly

excluded Mass AG rebuttal testimony on sheltering as untimely, M. at 8-9.

In ALAB-924, the Appeal Board acknowledged that the licensing Board

had determined that, although sheltering would be utilized "in only a few,

r,arrowly defined circumstances and would be implemented in few, narrowly

defined circumstances and would be implemented in- an essentially ad hoc
,

fashion, the NHRERP gave sufficient consideration to this protective

action option so as to comply with regulatory requirements and the< .

guidance of NUREG-0654." ALAB-924 at 47. After recapitulating the

evidence and arguments, the Appeal Board stated, "[Gliving the Licensing

Board's factual determination the probative force it intrinsically

,

ar-
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"; connands, we find no basis for reversing its judgment regarding the
\

efficacy of the NHRERP planning basis for limited sheltering." y,at58.

I With respect to the regulatory implications of Intervenors' challenge to
'

e* the Licensing Board's interpretation of the 10 C.F.R. i 50.47(b)(10), the
'

' Appeal Board stated:

To the degree that in w wenors' challenge is based upon the.

premise that the development of a " range of protective actions"
is governed by the status of section 50.47 as an " adequate
protection" standard and thereby requires that " adequate"
sheltering must be provided as a risk reduction measure, . we

.

addressed and rejected it in ALAB-922. Nor do we read section
50.47(b)(10), as intervenors do, to impose such a requirement
itself.

L y,at58n.164. Intervenors argue that the above ruling is legally wrong i

L in that the proper legal standard would require "a sheltering option that

is itself an ' adequate' protective measure." Petition at 6. I

Intervenors' argument is squarely before the Comission in its review
-1

of ALAB-922, 30 flRC ___ (Oct. 11,1989). While the Comission's Order of |

October 13, 1989, which directed the filing of briefs on the question of |

dose reductions / dose consequences certified in ALAB-922, did not |

specifically mention the issue of " adequate protective measures," the
;

.

I parties have addressed the subject extensively in their briefs pursuant to :

the Appeal Board's Memorandum and Order of October 24, 1989. 2/ The

alleged error by the Appeal Board rests on its determination in ALAB-922

-

2/ Brief of the Massachusetts Attorney General on the Issues Certified,

-

to the Comission by the Appeal Board in ALAB-922 Concerning the
'

Emergency Planning Regulations October 27, 1989 at 5-28; Ap)1icants'
Brief With Respect to Issue Certified to the Comission by tie Appeal
Board on October 11, 1989, November 2, 1989 at 5-10, 16-31; NRC
Staff's Brief on the Dose Reduction Issue as Certified to the
Comission in ALAB-922, November 13, 1989, at 12-15.

-
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(at 17-20) that i 50.47 is not an " adequate protection" requirement,

Since the Commission essentially has this issue before it on certification

and any decision will affect the Appeal Board's ruling in ALAB-924,

Intervenors' request for review is unnecessary M
'

Intervenors also apparently argue that the Licensing Board excluded ,

" dose-consequence comparisons" as irrelevant, and that the Appeal Board,

erred in approving such exclusion. See Petition at 8. Intervenors'

generalized statements, such as those regarding the testimony of FEMA

witness Keller (3. at 7-8), do not satisfy with the requirements of

10 C.F.R. I 2.786(b)(2). Again, however, the issue as framed relates to

the Commission's consideration of the issue certified in ALAB-922. The

question certified in that decision was whether such evidence is

admissible. ALAB-922, slip op, at 24 Thus, a separate review of the

admissibility of evidence on dose consequences is not necessary.

Finally, Intervenors allege that the Appeal Board erred in affirming
:

the Licensing Board's exclusion of evidence concerning dose-consequence '

i comparisons as untimely. Petition at 8-9. Intervenors acknowledge that

this evidentiary ruling was discretionary, but seek to justify review by

merely ttating that the importance of the testimony makes the ruling "an

important legal issue worthy of review." Petition at 9. The Appeal Board

I explained that licensing boards have broad discretion in such matters.
..

3/ Intervenors' subissues "that sheltering as described in the NHRERP-

~

is not such an ' adequate' measure and that even if available

sheltering were utilized by a plan,(Petition at 6), are subsumed bythe result would still not be in
conformance with the regulations"
the larger question of whether " adequate" shelter is required. Also,
such factual matters are not appropriate for Commission review under

L 10C.F.R.I2.786(b)(4)(11).
!

L

. _ . . . . _ . , _ _-. _ - _ , . . . - _._ _ ._.
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ALAB-924 at 69, n.196. Given the Licensing Board's discretion, the Appeal

Board's cogent explanation of the applicable law, and Intervenors'

unsupported statement, it is clear that Intervenors have not shown that

the Appeal Board's action was " erroneous with respect to an important

question of fact, law, or policy" as required by 10 C.F.R. I 2.786(b)(1).*

i, . Adequacy of the Monitoring Capacity Under the NHRERP

Intervenors allege that the Appeal Board erred in declining to

consider new issues which they submitted in response to Applicants'

response to the Appeal Board's Order of August 30, 1989. Petition at 9.

The Appeal Board's Order requested certain "[n]umerical figures utilized

by the Applicants in the mathematical model for calculating evacuee loads

i for registration and monitoring in each of the four host comunities." As

noted by the Appeal Board, "Intervenors MassAG and SAPL utilized the

opportunity afforded them to coment on applicants' response to raise a

| host of new issues concerning the adequacy of reception centers."
'

ALAB-924 at 44-45 n.120. In rejecting Intervenors' submittals, the Appeal

Board applied the " settled principle of appellate practice that an

appellant is ordinarily precluded from pressing issues or advancing argu-

ments not presented to the trial tribunal." 3.at39.

Intervenurs claim that their pleadings established the "seriots

j substantive issue" exception to that principle. Petition at 9. Not only
*

is Intervenors' claim without foundation, they do not even attempt to

demonstrate the seriousness of their issues, nor do they explain why the,

issues could not have been raised previously as required by 10 C.F.R.

I2.786(b)(2)(11). Thus, the request for review of this issue fails to

satisfy the requisite standards and the request should be denied.

1

I
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CONCLUSION |

For the reasons stated above, the Petition should be denied.

Respectfully submitted, l
i

)'
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W -- 'iA. , .i v |Mitti A. .oung*
t '

Counser for NRC Staff
.
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Richard G. Bac mann
Counsel for FRC Staff j

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this 5th day of Deceinber,1989 l
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